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Abstract

Cancer classification problem based on microarray
data analysis is becoming more and more popular. In biology, many different genotypes can produce the same phenotype. Therefore, it is necessary
to find out the pathogenic gene for cancer patients
with same genotypes. In this paper, we propose a
novel classification method for gene selection and
cancer classification based on microarray data. We
first select the significant genes through four popular filter methods, T-test, entropy, Chernoff bound
and Wilcoxon test. And then we build ensemble
classifiers based on the decision trees induced by
single genes. We apply our approach to three publicly available lung cancer gene expression datasets
and compare our single genes ensemble classifier
with six standard methods including single gene
classifier with the t-test, single gene classifier with
the WMW, Support Vector Machine, sparse logistic regression with L1 penalty, K-Nearest Neighbour and Random Forest. The single genes ensemble classifier provides classification accuracy comparable to or better than those obtained by existing
methods in most cases. In comparison with other
methods, our method can select the most significant pathogenic gene for cancer patients with same
genotype, which is helpful for cancer patients to get
better targeted therapy.
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The Framework of Our Method

The framework of our method is shown in Figure 1.
Our method combines statistical feature selection measure
method and ensemble decision tree classifiers for cancer detection based on microarray data. We select four statistical
feature selection measure methods, T-test, entropy, Chernoff
bound and Wilcoxon test. These methods are more easily
accepted by biologists and clinicians because they are easy
to understand. Each statistical method can select significant
genes which are related to a person whether have cancer. We
merge all the significant genes from the four statistical methods and generate a weighting candidate gene set. Based on
the weighting candidate gene set, each single decision tree

classifier is constructed based on one candidate gene. Therefore, we can get a single gene ensemble classifier, and abbreviate it as SGEC.

Figure 1: The framework of single gene ensemble classifier.
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Results

We apply SGEC to three publicly available lung cancer
gene expression datasets, and compare SGEC with other six
standard methods including SGC-t, SGC-W, SVM, sparse logistic regression with L1 penalty, K-NN and Random Forest.
The experiment result shows in Table1.
The experiment result shows that simple classifier with a
small number of features appear to work as well as some more
complex multivariate classifiers. In microarray- based cancer prediction, we focus on the interpretability of the classier,
so the simple classifier with a small number of features can
perform well. SGC-t and SGC-W are the simplest classier
which only select one significant gene to classify cancer samples, but might be influenced by noise gene, the classification performances are not ideal. For example, in GSE19188
dataset, SGC-W achieves the worst classification accuracy.
Furthermore, there are different genotypes behind the same
phenotype of human cancer disease in the view of biology.
In other words, different cancer patients may be caused by
different pathogenic genes. Our SGEC selects more than one

significant gene to classify cancer samples, and each selected
significant gene has significant difference in the expression
between two classes. SFTPC [Golub, 1999] and AGER [Pan,
2017] have been shown that are associated with lung cancer.
FTPC and AGER are selected by SGEC but not discovered by
SGC-W and logistic with L1 penalty. Moreover, SGEC can
identify pathogenic gene for each sample, it is meaningful
because of the advantage for interpretability and applicability for biological study and medical use. Furthermore, SGEC
provide classification accuracy comparable to or better than
some more complex multivariate classifiers. For example, in
GSE19804 dataset, our SGEC achieves the best classification
accuracy, in other two datasets, SGEC provide classification
accuracy comparable to the other six methods.

based on the decision trees induced by single gene. SGEC
can identify the candidate significant genes for every cancer
sample.
To verify the validity of SGEC, we apply SGEC to three
publicly available lung cancer gene expression datasets, and
compare the performance of SGEC with six standard methods
including SGC-t, SGC-W, SVM, sparse logistic regression
with L1 penalty, K-NN and Random Forest. These six methods are widely used on microarray cancer detection. SGEC
provides classification accuracy comparable to or better than
those obtained by existing methods in most cases. In comparison with other methods, SGEC can find out the most significant pathogenic gene for each cancer patient, it is meaningful
because of the advantage for interpretability and applicability
for biological study and medical use.
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Conclusions

Microarray technology has much facilitated the detection
of cancerous molecular markers, abundant explorations have
been conducted to carry out cancer diagnosis, prognosis or
prediction based on DNA microarray data. Using gene expression data to conduct classification or prediction of cancer is often faced with the dilemma: genes far outnumber
samples. Hence, the first difficulty in this topic is how to
effectively identify the genes relating to the pathogenesis of
specific cancers from the extremely high-dimensionality gene
expression data. The second issue is the interpretability of
predictive classifiers that biologists and clinicians care about.
To overcome the first difficulty, we employ four statistical feature selection methods to identify the significant genes
relating to the pathogenesis of specific cancers. The four statistical feature selection methods are T-test, entropy, Chernoff
bound and Wilcoxon test. These methods are more easily accepted by biologists and clinicians because they are easy to
understand. Each statistical method can identify significant
genes which are related to the pathogenesis of specific cancers. We merge all the significant genes from the four statistical methods and generate a weighting candidate gene set.
To handle the second trouble, we use the weighting candidate gene set to build ensemble classifier SGEC, SGEC is

